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Abstract
Sound to meaning correspondences in spoken language are
assumed to be largely arbitrary. However, research has
identified a number of exceptions to the arbitrariness
assumption. In particular, non-arbitrary mappings between
sound and shape, the bouba/kiki effect, have been
documented across diverse languages and both children and
adults are sensitive to this type of sound symbolic mapping.
The cognitive basis for the associations between nonword
labels and particular shapes remains poorly understood
making it difficult to predict how findings generalize beyond
the limited stimuli tested. To identify systematic bases for
sound-to-shape mappings, we collected ratings of
roundedness and pointedness for a large database of
pseudowords. We find that attributes of both consonants and
vowels are systematically related to judged shape meanings
of pseudowords, and offer hypotheses as to the cognitive
mechanisms underlying the observed patterns.
Keywords: Sound symbolism; Language; Bouba-Kiki Effect;
Multisensory Representation

A central question in the cognition of language is how
sounds in language encode and convey meaning. Sound-tomeaning mappings in language are believed to be largely
arbitrary, with sounds in words bearing no inherent
relationship to the objects, actions, and events in the world
that they represent (Gasser, 2004; Monaghan, Christiansen,
& Fitneva, 2011; Saussure, 1916). In such a system words
come to represent meanings by learned associations, and in
principle, any meaning could be represented by any
combination of the finite inventory of sounds in a given
language. Arbitrary reference is considered powerful
because symbolic forms are unconstrained in relation to
meaning, supporting referential flexibility (Gasser, 2004;
Monaghan & Christiansen, 2005).
But is the sound structure of language completely
independent of meaning or are certain speech sounds

systematically related to the meanings they represent?
Research has found that certain classes of sounds are more
likely than others to appear in words with particular
meanings and that language users are sensitive to these nonarbitrary sound to meaning mappings. Cross-linguistic
research has identified systematic sound-to-meaning
mappings in terms describing a range of perceptual
experiences such as brightness/lightness (Hirata & Kita,
2011; Kunihira, 1971), texture (Dingemanse, 2011; Kita,
1997; Magnus, 2001), and size (Nuckolls, 1999; Ultan,
1978). For example, across many languages vowels with
higher frequency components (such as /i/) tend to be
associated with small/diminutive concepts, whereas vowels
with lower frequency components (such as /a/) tend to be
used to represent large or augmentative concepts (Nuckolls,
1999; Ultan, 1978). Further, listeners appear to be sensitive
to these regularities in spoken language and reliably apply
these mappings when inferring meanings of unfamiliar
words (Mondloch & Maurer, 2004; Sapir, 1929; Spector &
Maurer, 2008; Thompson & Estes, 2011).
Perhaps one of the most studied examples of nonarbitrariness, coined the ‘bouba-kiki effect’, involves the
reliable matching of nonsensical names to abstract shapes.
Although the specific labels and shapes employed in the
task have varied from study to study, the basic finding is
that in a forced-choice task people consistently match labels
such as kiki and takete to angular/pointed shapes and match
labels such as bouba and maluma to rounded/amoeboid
shapes (Köhler, 1929; Ramachandran & Hubbard, 2001).
Robust mappings between certain nonsense words and
object shapes have been demonstrated across a variety of
languages and cultures, with reported matching rates
ranging from approximately 80-95% of respondents
(Bremner et al., 2013; Davis, 1961; Köhler, 1929). These
are unfamiliar nonsense words and novel shapes, with which
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the individual does not have prior experience, yet stable
associations emerge across individuals.
What makes some sounds more fit than others for
representing certain meanings? Although there is
widespread documentation of the bouba-kiki effect across
languages, cultures, and development, the phenomenon is
not well understood (see Nielsen and Rendall, 2011). In the
present study, we seek to identify acoustic and phonetic
patterns in this particular sound to meaning mapping and
work to explain how certain attributes of the linguistic
signal might serve to bring online mental representations of
meaning.

Experiment
The aim of this study is to identify acoustic and phonemic
correlates to meaning, and posit cognitive mechanisms
underlying these sensory-conceptual mappings. We
examined the specific relationship between the sound
structure of language and meanings related to visuo-haptic
properties of objects. To assess language users’ mappings
between pseudowords and rounded and pointed meaning,
we conducted three behavioral rating experiments including
one forced-choice task and two likert rating tasks, collecting
ratings on 570 nonsense words on dimensions of
roundedness or pointedness. Numerous studies examining
the bouba-kiki effect have found associations between
specific speech sounds and visuo-haptic object properties.
However, previous research on sound to shape mappings
has generally employed a very limited number of
pseudowords (but see Fort, Martin, & Peperkamp, 2014),
most famously takete and kiki (which are mapped to pointed
shapes) and maluma, and bouba (mapped to bloblike
shapes). Although these studies report high rates of
reliability in matching tasks, they offer little in the way of
an explanation of the phenomenon. To evaluate the
contribution of various properties of spoken language, we
build on previous research by systematically sampling the
phonetic and acoustic space of reliable sound to shape
mappings. To this end, we constructed a database of
English-like pseudowords from several classes of speech
sounds. The resulting permutations of phonemic
combinations allowed us to examine how particular sound
properties are mapped to meaning.
We examined speech sounds that varied in manner of
articulation, including stops, sonorants, and fricatives, and
voicing. Each consonant class included voiced and voiceless
sounds with the exception of sonorants, which only exist in
voiced form. The sonorants in our set consist of both nasals
and liquids, the obstruents consist of affricates, fricatives
and stop consonants. We combined these classes of
consonants with different vowel types, rounded and
unrounded, in order to study how phonemes combine and
interact and how accompanying acoustic and articulatory
properties mapped to particular meanings.
Because of the number of possible permutations of
phoneme combinations in English, we constrained our set to
include classes of sounds that appear to be reliably mapped

in bouba-kiki tasks or for which there was a clear possible
basis for mapping. For example, stimuli containing
unvoiced stop consonants are preferentially mapped to
pointed shapes (Bremner et al., 2013; Fort et al., 2014;
Köhler, 1929; Nielsen & Rendall, 2011; Ramachandran &
Hubbard, 2003; Westbury, 2005). In contrast, sonorants
emerge as a class of sounds that are preferentially mapped
to bloblike or amoeboid shapes (Fort et al., 2014; Köhler,
1929; Ramachandran & Hubbard, 2003; Westbury, 2005).
As an intermediate category between stops (which are
completely obstructed when produced) and sonorants
(which are completely unobstructed), we included fricative
and affricate phonemes. Parise and Spence (Parise &
Spence, 2009, 2012) found that tones composed of square
waves (and which have a noisy quality) were associated
with a more pointed visual object as compared to tones
composed of sinusoidal waves (which have a smoother tonal
quality), which were associated with the more bloblike
shape. With respect to roundedness or pointedness of
various vowels, research comparing speakers of English and
Czech showed that both groups reliably matched /i/ (as in
neat) to a triangular shape and /u/ (as in mood) to an
elliptical shape (Tarte & Barritt, 1971; Tarte, 1974). In an
implicit association experiment, Parise and Spence (2012)
found that perceivers associate relatively high pitch tones
with more acutely pointed shapes and relatively lower pitch
tones with more obtusely pointed shapes.
In addition to systematically sampling the acoustic and
phonemic space, we also varied the way in which we
assessed sound to meaning mappings. Previous research on
the bouba-kiki phenomenon has relied heavily on twoalternative forced choice tasks. Although these studies
provide robust evidence that certain sounds are
preferentially matched to particular meanings, they do not
necessarily capture richer, more nuanced information about
these mappings. By using likert-type rating tasks in addition
to typical forced-choice tasks, we included a measure that
was able to capture graded phenomena.

Method
Participants
Participants were 65 members of the Emory University
community. All participants were native speakers of
English, with normal hearing and no reported history of
speech/language impairments. 34 participants participated in
the two-alternative forced-choice task, and 31 participants
participated in the likert-type rating task.

Materials
Stimuli consisted of audio recordings of 570 pseudowords.
All were composed of two syllables with consonant-vowelconsonant-vowel (CVCV) structure and comprised of a
subset of sounds from the phonemic inventory of American
English. All nonwords in the set contained of one of three
classes of consonants: sonorants (/n/, /m/, /l/),
affricates/fricatives (/v/, /z/, /d͡ ʒ/, /f/, /s/, /t͡ ʃ/), or stops (/d/,
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/g/, /b/, /t/, /k/, /p/). Half of each type of obstruent were
voiced (/v/, /z/, /d͡ ʒ/, /d/, /g/, /b/) and half were unvoiced (/f/,
/s/, /t͡ ʃ/, /t/, /k/, /p/). Within a given nonword, consonants
were either both unvoiced (as in kupo) or both voiced (as in
gubo). Nonwords in the set contained either front/rounded
(/u/, /ʊ/, /o/) or back/unrounded (/i/, /e/, /ɪ/, /ɛ/) vowels.
Stimuli in the set did not contain reduplicated (repeated)
syllables, so nonwords such as kiki and lolo did not appear.
Because three vowels in our set (/ɪ/, /ɛ/, /ʊ/) do not appear in
word-final positions in English, these vowels appeared only
in the first vowel (V1) position in our stimuli. All stimulus
items were recorded by a female native English speaker and
edited into separate sound files for presentation.

Figure 1: Proportion pointed responses on two alternative
forced-choice task by consonant class.

Procedure
Two-alternative forced choice task Participants in the
forced-choice task were asked to decide whether each
nonword stimulus sounded more rounded or more pointed.
Participants sat at a desktop computer in a sound-attenuated
room. The experiment consisted of 570 trials, presented in
random order. Each trial began with a blank white screen,
after 1000 milliseconds the pseudoword played, then the
screen changed to show the two response options (Pointed,
Rounded) presented on the left and right sides of the screen.
Participants responded with a button press corresponding to
the response options displayed on the screen. The
configuration of response keys was counterbalanced across
participants. Auditory stimuli were played through
Beyerdynamic DT 100 headphones at approximately 75dB
SPL. Only responses made after the word had played in its
entirety were registered by the system. This ensured that
participants heard the entire pseudoword before judging
meaning.
Likert tasks Because roundedness and pointedness may not
be mutually exclusive concepts, we collected separate likerttype ratings for the roundedness and pointedness of each of
the 570 words in our stimulus set.
Pointedness rating task. Fifteen participants completed
this rating task. The experiment design was exactly as
described for the two-alternative forced-choice paradigm,
with the exception of the response phase of each trial. After
hearing each pseudoword, the participant rated how pointed
each nonword sounded on a 7-point scale ('1-not pointed' to
'7-very pointed').
Roundedness rating task. A separate group of 16
participants completed this rating task. The experiment
design was exactly as described for above, with the
exception that in the response phase, the participant
responded how rounded each nonword sounded on a 7-point
scale ('1- not rounded' to '7- very rounded').

Results
Three independent judges identified items in the stimulus
set that were actual words in English. Any item identified
by at least two judges as being a real word was excluded
from subsequent analyses. We conducted a series of

Figure 2: Proportion pointed responses on two alternative
forced-choice task by vowel type.
analyses to compare ratings across the classes of sounds,
and to evaluate the extent to which various properties of our
pseudowords influenced judgments of roundedness and
pointedness in each task.
Forced-choice task Figure 1 shows forced-choice
performance for each consonant manner and voicing class.
Consonants. We first compared the proportion of
pointedness ratings for stimuli consisting of two broad
classes of phonemes, sonorants and obstruents. A pairedsample t-test showed that subjects rated nonwords
containing obstruents as sounding pointed (M=.58)
significantly more than nonwords containing sonorants
(M=.27), t(33)= 7.47, p<.001.
In order to examine the effect of consonant voicing and
manner of articulation on judgments of meaning, we
conducted a two-way repeated measures ANOVA with
manner (affricates/fricatives, stops) and voicing (voiced,
unvoiced) as factors. Because sonorants only occur in
voiced form, our analysis excluded these items. Although
there was no main effect of manner of articulation on
round/pointed judgments, there was a significant main effect
of consonant voicing, F(1,33)=46.76, p <.001, partial
η2=.586. There was also a significant interaction between
manner of articulation and voicing F(1, 33)= 35.30, p<.001,
partial η2=.517. Means comparisons showed that
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affricates/fricatives produced comparable ratings in the
voiced and unvoiced groups (both classes, M=.56; p>.1),
whereas unvoiced stops produced significantly more
‘pointed’ judgments (M=.76) than voiced stops (M=.42;
p<.001).
Vowels. Figure 2 shows forced-choice performance for
rounded and unrounded vowels. Participants judged words
composed of rounded vowels as sounding pointed at
significantly lower rates (M=.38) than words composed of
unround vowels (M=.62), t(33)=-5.47, p <.001.
Likert-rating tasks
Consonants. Table 1 reports mean roundedness and
pointedness ratings for each consonant class. We conducted
one-way within-subjects ANOVAs with manner of
articulation as a factor for both rounded and pointed likertrating data. For both rounded and pointed ratings, there was
a significant effect of manner of articulation, Frounded(1.472,
22.08)=10.30 (Greenhouse-Geisser corrected), η2=.407,
p=002; Fpointed(2,28)=7.82, η2=.358, p=.002. Means
comparisons of roundness ratings demonstrated that
nonwords containing stops were rated as less rounded than
nonwords containing sonorants (p=.007), and nonwords
containing fricative/affricates were rated as less rounded
than nonwords containing sonorants (p=.001). Affricates
and stops did not differ significantly (p=.86). Means
comparisons of pointedness ratings demonstrated that
ratings for nonwords containing sonorants differed
significantly from nonwords containing stops (p=.001) as
well as for nonwords containing affricates/fricatives (
p=.04). Affricates and stops did not differ significantly
(p=.18).

ANOVAs for both rounded and pointed datasets, with
manner of articulation and voicing as factors. For both the
rounded and pointed datasets, the effect of consonant
voicing on likert ratings approached significance (p=.058
pointed, p=.064 rounded). The overall trend was for voiced
consonants to produce higher ratings on the rounded scale as
compared to unvoiced consonants. Neither rounded nor
pointed datasets showed a main effect for manner of
articulation. In both analyses, there was a significant
interaction between manner and voicing. For the interaction
in the pointed ratings F(1,14)=24.82, p<.001, partial
η2=.639, unvoiced stops were judged as more pointed
(M=4.73) than voiced stops (M=3.98; p=.001), whereas
unvoiced fricatives/affricates were judged as less pointed
(M=3.82) than voiced fricatives/affricates (M=4.13; p
<.009). The interaction of manner and voicing in the
roundedness ratings, F(1,15)=10.24, p=.006, partial η2=.406,
appeared to be driven by differences in the stop consonants.
The affricates/fricatives were rated similarly on the different
levels of voicing (voiced M=3.36, unvoiced M= 3.38;
p=.83), voiced stops were rated as sounding more rounded
than unvoiced stops (voiced M=3.68, unvoiced M=3.11;
p=.01).
Table 2: Likert ratings (1-7 scale) by vowel type.

Vowel features
Round
Unround

!!
!Vowel features!
Round
Unround

Table 1: Likert Ratings (1-7 scale) by consonant class.
Roundedness ratings
Voiced

Unvoiced

Consonant features
Sonorants

M

SD

M

SD

4.22

0.96

~

~

Affricates/Fricatives

3.36

0.77

3.38

0.71

Stops

3.68

0.77

3.11

0.71

Pointedness ratings
Voiced

Unvoiced

Roundedness ratings
M
SD
4.29
0.85
2.97
0.94
Pointedness ratings
M
SD
3.73
0.56
4.20
0.62

Vowels. Table 2 reports mean roundedness and
pointedness ratings for each vowel type. To determine the
relationship between vowel rounding and likert ratings of
roundedness and pointedness, we conducted pairwise t-tests
on both datasets. Subjects judging roundedness rated words
with rounded vowels as sounding more rounded than words
with unrounded vowels (M=4.29 and 2.97 respectively)
t(15)=3.77, p=.002. Subjects judging pointedness rated
words with unrounded vowels as sounding more pointed
(M=4.20) than words with rounded vowels (M=3.73)
t(14)=-2.52, p=.02.

Consonant features
Sonorants

M

SD

M

SD

3.34

0.90

~

~

Discussion

Affricates/Fricatives

4.13

0.72

3.82

0.57

Stops

3.98

0.84

4.73

0.85

The current set of findings demonstrate that certain
classes of speech sounds were readily matched to shapebased meanings and response patterns remained consistent
across different task types. Likert ratings of roundedness
and pointedness mirrored both one another (words rated
higher on the rounded scale were rated lower on the pointed
scale and vice versa) and the responses given in the two-

In light of the results of our forced-choice task, we
expected that consonant voicing might interact with manner
of articulation to affect graded judgments of meaning. To
test this, we conducted two-way repeated measures
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alternative forced choice task. This consistency suggests
that roundedness and pointedness were treated as contrastive
categories in these tasks such that a nonword that was
judged as more rounded was also judged to be less pointed.
Consistent with previous work, language users readily
mapped sound to this domain of meaning, and did so across
a range of tasks.
The findings also provide information about what
particular correspondences underlie mappings of particular
sound to shape-based concepts. Nonword stimuli containing
the relatively strident, noisy or discontinuous sounds of
obstruents such as /b/, /t/, or /z/ were judged as sounding
more pointed than words containing sonorant sounds such
as /m/ and /l/. Consonant voicing modulated judgments of
pointedness or roundedness of the nonword stimuli as well.
In general, nonwords containing voiced consonants were
judged as more round than nonwords containing unvoiced
consonants. Consonant voicing appeared to influence the
strident or discontinuous perceptual nature of the obstruents
in our set, perhaps because voiceless phonemes have more
abrupt transitions than their voiced counterparts (e.g. /p/
compared to /b/). In line with previous research, we also
found that back, rounded vowels were strongly associated
with rounded meanings, whereas front, unrounded vowels
are more often associated with pointed meanings.
In addition to the individual contribution of phoneme
type, these findings also suggest that the combined sound
attributes of a particular stimulus served to determine the
extent to which a mapping would be made. For example,
the patterning of responses illustrated in Figure 1 suggests
that judgments of shape were graded with respect to the
sound structure of each nonword. As listeners encountered
stimuli with different collections of pointed versus rounded
sounds, judgments of shape varied in a graded fashion. This
finding suggests that listeners did not rely exclusively on
specific sounds to make their judgments, but rather took into
account the entire structure of each nonword stimulus (see
Thompson & Estes, 2011).
Taken together, these findings are generally consistent
with research on cross-modal associations found outside the
realm of language. For example, in an implicit association
task, Parise and Spence (2012) found that tones composed
of square waves (and which have a noisy quality) were
associated with more pointed visual objects as compared to
tones composed of sinusoidal waves (which have a
smoother tonal quality), which were associated with more
rounded shapes. This similarity between findings across
linguistic and non-linguistic contexts suggests that sound
symbolic mappings in natural language may arise from
more general tendencies to associate experiences across
sensory-motor and perceptual domains (Namy & Nygaard,
2008).
The question remains, however, regarding how and why
these mappings are made. One way in which labels such as
bouba and kiki, and the particular speech sounds examined
in our study, may be mapped to visual forms is on a basis of
analogous intermodal structural properties, some being

smoother and more continuous, and others being more
disrupted, discontinuous, strident, or jarring. Such crossmodal mapping may be based in comparison or alignment
of shared structural properties such as relative frequency
(e.g. spatial, temporal), and alignable differences in the
respective domains (Gentner & Markman, 1997; Marks,
1989).
It could also be the case that systematic sound-to-meaning
mappings reflect statistical regularities of our experience in
the physical world. For example, if pointed objects tend to
produce less tonal sounds with more abrupt transitions, and
amoeboid forms tend to produce more tonal and continuous
sounds, these co-occurrences could be invoked by language.
Similarly, Ramachandran and Hubbard (2001) hypothesized
that the sound-to-shape mappings in the bouba-kiki effect
result from synesthetic connections between perceptual,
somatosensory, and motor areas thereby linking
representations of speech sounds with the orofacial
expressions made when articulating these sounds. On this
account, the rounded shape of the lips when articulating an
/o/ or /u/, for example, comes to be associated with the
sound created.
It may be that individuals are predisposed to make certain
inter-sensory or sensory-motor connections and these
predispositions may underlie or give rise to the kinds of
sound-to-meaning correspondences observed in our study.
Maurer, Pathman, and Mondloch (2006) found that toddlers
(mean age 2.8 years) exhibit the bouba-kiki effect
suggesting that even young children are able to represent
and form expectations about multimodal perceptual-motor
couplings. This finding is consistent with the view that
these are not necessarily learned mappings, but may reflect
a more general multisensory integration process.
Regardless of how these mappings arise, if semantic
representations are grounded in our sensory systems, sounds
in language could serve to re-activate or simulate sensory
information encoded by an individual as they experience an
object or event (Barsalou, Santos, Simmons, & Wilson,
2008; Bergen & Feldman, 2008; Kita, 1997).
Further research is needed in order to establish whether
any of the mappings we document in this study are
idiosyncratic to speakers of English, and thus the extent to
which such mappings might be a result of language-specific
conventions for mapping sounds to meanings. However, the
consistency between findings in the present study and
research on crossmodal perceptual research outside the
linguistic domain suggests the mappings observed in
linguistic systems may be based on more general
correspondences. However, the perceptual-cognitive basis
of these cross-sensory correspondences is itself the subject
of much debate.

Conclusion
Although natural language may be largely arbitrary, it is
evident that certain sounds are non-arbitrarily associated
with particular meanings. Although extensive research has
documented the bouba-kiki effect across development and
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across cultures, the cognitive basis of these mappings is not
well understood. By using a large, yet highly controlled set
of pseudowords, the present study systematically examined
how various factors related to sound structure of words
contribute to individuals’ sound to meaning mappings. By
establishing how specific attributes of the sound structure of
language are systematically mapped to meaning, language
research will benefit from improved understanding of how
sounds evoke meaningful representations. Understanding
the cognitive basis of such mappings will ultimately provide
insight into language, symbol use, conceptual
representation, and cross-sensory cognitive processes.
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